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ABSTRACT 

USING QUICKPLACE FOR SENDING COUNSELING REPORT ONLINE 

HO LEONG WAI 

With the advancement of technology, many day to day works is being made easier. Computers and the 
internet having the most advancement in such a short period of time arc not being fully utilized by the 
counseling profession in Malaysia. The study attempts to use QuickPlace (a collaborative application) for 
sending counseling reports online. A sample of 59 counselling students from Universiti Malaysia Sarawak 
were selected to for the research purpose. Descriptive method was used to analyze the data from the 
evaluation of the website on its design, content and accessibility. The results show that respondents have 
very positive feedback towards the usage of QuickPlace for counselling report sending in tenns of ease of 
use but cautioned on the confidentiality of the reports being sent online. 
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ABSTRAK 

MENGGUNAKAN QUICKPLACE UNTUK MENGHANTAR LAPORAN SESf KAUNSELING SECARA 
ONLINE 

HOLEONG WAf 

Dengan perkembangan tekn%gi, banyak ap/ikasi te/ah dibangllnkan IIntuk meningkatkan mlltll kerja, 
Kemajuan dan perkembangan da/am bidang tekn%gi kompllter dan internet masih be/11m diaplikasikall 
sepenllhnya da/am bidang kerjaya kallnselil1g di Malaysia, Kajian ini berllljltan IIntllk membangltnkan 
l'atll lamalJ web menggllnakan QllickPlace IIntuk pellghantarall laporan sesi kaunseling secara 'online', 
Sampel kajian terdiri daripada 59 orang pelajar kallselillg di Universiti Malaysia Sarawak, Kaedah 
statistic deskripti/ digllnakan IIntllk menganalisis data bagi meni/ai laman web yang telah dibangunkall 
dari segi rekabentllk, kandungan dan 'accessability', Kajian mendapati bahawa responden memberikan 
reaksi yang sangat positi/dalam penggunaan QlIickPlace bagi penghalltaran laporan sesi kallnseling dari 
segi kemudahgllnaan tetapi agak berhati-hati dar; segi keselamatan laporan yang dihantar secara 
'onlilJe " 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 


1.0 Introduction 

The development in technology has resulted in the increased use and development of 
computer related technology. With the current trend in the application of information 
communication technology (lCT) in the workplace, work has become easier and productivity 
has soared. Many organizations have implemented ICT in their work, hence, increasing their 
productivity and efficiency. Conventional methods have become outdated and regarded as slow 
compared to the achievements resulting from implementing ICT. 

Counseling is one of the fields still relying on the conventional methods in handling and 
sharing information. Conventional methods such as filing and sending the reports by post are 
still being widely used. 

This study aims to design develop a web site for sending counseling report online using 
Lotus Quickplace and to evaluate the developed web site in terms of design, content and 
usability. 

1.1 Study Background 

Counseling is a fast growing field, Scorzelli (1987a), Lloyd (1987), and Pederson (1984) 
states that counseling is a rapidly emerging profession in Malaysia and counselor education 
programs mushroomed in the 1980s but it is still in its infancy (Abdul Halim & Sharifah Bee, 
1993). 

Counseling from clients' and counselors' point of view is different. According to Tinuns 
and Timms (1982) in Feltham (1995), "counseling is hard to defme but there is a great deal of it 
about". Counseling could be generally summed guidance provided by a professional in a given 
field. Counseling services are to help ciients in "seeing" for themselves the way out of their 
problems instead of counselors directly getting involved. As Hodgkinson (1992) puts it, "At 
most simple, counseling is talking about your problems with someone outside your own circle 
who is there to listen to you, with the idea that this will help you feel better able to cope with 
life." 

Talking to another person about your own problems is not that easy especially personal 
problem. Client need time to build trust towards the counselor to reveal themselves so that the 
counselor could help in addressing the situation. Client defmes confidentiality by detennining 
who can have access to information (Baird, 1999). It is important that all sessions are to be kept 
confidential unless there is a threat to the client themselves or they are a threat to others. There 
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is a need for professionalism here for counselors to keep the confidentiality of the client and 
session held. Good record keeping by the counselor is necessary, it is advisable to write down 
objectives, behavioral information but exclude counselor's values, attitude and interpretations of 
the client and if necessary; keep coded personal notes in the office files (Okun, 1992). 

The use of computers has grown rapidly since the first inception." The introductions of 
computers have brought many benefits. With the increasing use of this technology, it means that 
computers have been adopted as an integral part of our daily lives. User friendly computers 
have made an impact on all facets of society and to counselors as well. One of the first 
applications of technology in counseling to have occurred with the information revolution is the 
familiar practice of word processing for record keeping. Counselors are increasingly 
recognizing the benefits of using computer technology to increase their efficiency and there are 
many more potential counseling applications with the use of technology. According to 
Sampson, Kolodinsky & Greeno, (1997), "Computer applications have become a common 
resource which counselors use in a variety of ways in their day to day work. The availability of 
inexpensive and relatively simple computer networks has been the most recent step in this 
continuing technological evolution," (Lundberg, & Cobitz, 1999). 

Computer has been perceived as having the most technological advancement in such a 
short period of time. According to Gladding (1992), in 1980s, several special issues of 
Counselor Education and Supervision, Journal of Counseling and Development, and the School 
Counselor were devoted to the use of computers in the service of counseling. The articles 
focused on the use of computers by counselors for record keeping, the manipulation of data, and 
word processing. There are some notable similarities between counselors working with 
computers and clients such as establishing a relationship, learning a client's language, learning a 
client's thought process, stetting goals and taking steps to achieve them (Lee & Puluno, 1988 in 
Gladding, 1992). 

1.2 	 Problem Statement 

Currently there are only a small number of studies that carries out on the documentation 
of counseling report digitally. From the research of Shahizan, Ahmad Jaafar and Syed Mohd 
Azhan, (2002) also state that there is no usage of documentation of counseling data digitally 
from previous research for the past 30 years. In UNIMAS, there is no such application being 
used for the purpose of sending counseling report online at present. It is important as using 
traditional method (paper based) is a hassle and the need to move on with technological 
advancement is a necessity. According to Shahizan et al. (2002), documentation using 
conventional method is derived as clients' information and other counseling services which use 
printing method without digital data. 

There is a non existent alternative in handing of counseling report other than through 
writing manually on paper or typing it and handing in the hard copy format. This makes it hard 
for those who want to use other methods in handing of the reports in other than the traditional 
way. It is time consuming and costly sending in the report when one is far away and it might get 
lost in the mail. Horvath (1994) in Shahizan et al. states that a counselors image is viewed 
according how efficient they are in handling clients' information which can't be achieved when 
using conventional method of report handing is such tedious work. It is especially hard now for 
counselors to juggle with so many tasks at hand so a systematic way of handing in counseling 
report is necessary. 
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Writing also makes a person bored as one has to write a lot at times. Furthennore it could 
be easily misplaced and not safe as people can access it. But doing it online, the reports can be 
stored and printed out if there is a need to (Mohd. Hairi, 2000). There is also the need for 
pbysical storage space if using traditional method of report writing. With the use of writing the 
report in digital fonn, it could be printed out if necessary only and easily stored and it is secure. 

For the counselor to be even more efficient is to have to work with user friendly 
computers. The interface that allows interaction between end-users and the computer plays a 
vital role in the effectiveness with which a system functions (Cardinali, 1994). The graphical 
user interface (GUI) affects the effective use of the QuickPlace for the report sending by the 
user. Work can be done faster and with fewer mistakes if the user understands all the functions 
of the computer interface. 

1.3 Objectives 

The general objective explains what overall of this research is about and specific 
objectives are what the researcher wants to evaluate in the research. 

1.3.1 General Objective 

The aim of this research is to design and develop an application for web based 
counseling report sending. This study is to use Lotus QuickPlace as an application for the tasks 
of sending and managing of counseling reports online, a change from conventional 
documentation to digital data making it a more effective to send counseling reports thus setting 
up a standard platfonn for sending counseling reports for future use for students. 

1.3.2 Specific Objectives 

There are two specific objectives which this research aims to achieve: 
a) To develop a user friendly workflow for the process of sending counseling 

reports online. 
b) To evaluate the usability of Lotus QuickPlace: 

i) design 
ii) accessibility 

iii) content 

1.4 Significance Of Research 

With the completion of the research it would surely benefit from the results gained from 
achieving the objectives of the research. The significance of the research: 

a) Optional method of sending counseling reports 
By using the computer and the Internet to send counseling reports online it will 
definitely change the way of sending reports by students. This shift is inevitable as 
technology is progressing rapidly day by day and soon all should be paperless 
compared to traditional method ofwriting on paper. This research is to facilitate in 
the change gradually. 

b) Saving storage space / backup 
Storing counseling reports online is also as a means of saving space compared to 
traditional method of using paper and can be kept longer. The reports can later be 
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stored in other fonus such as diskettes, CDs or any other backup devices for easy 
access later if there is a need to do so. 

c) 	 Easy access / convenience 
If the application is successfully implemented then students and lecturers could 
have access to it anytime when they are connected to the Internet from anywhere. 
It is convenient too as sending in reports would be faster and cost effective. 

d) 	 Used as a platform for further improvements 
This will research will identify the criteria for making this application more user 
friendly to users and to further improve it through feedback from students' and 
lecturers' . Hopefully this will increase students' interest in adapting to technology 
for their future use. 

1.4 Limitation Of Research 

This research will be conducted within the premises of Universiti Malaysia Sarawak 
(UNIMAS) only to students of Organizational Counseling as the website is limited to those who 
have exclusive access to the website. Only students' point of view in using QuickPlace for 
counseling report sending will be evaluated. Not all features of QuickPlace will be utilized as 
the research only focused on the workflow of the counseling report sending and usability of the 
site. 

The respondents' emotion, comprehension of the questions and their sincerity while 
answering the questionnaires at that time also affects the result of the research. 

1.5 	Summary 

This chapter provides a brief introduction to the subject of the research being done by 
describing the background, problem statement, objectives, limitation and significance of 
research. 
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2.0 Introduction 

CHAPTER 2 
LITERATURE REVIEW 

The literature review takes a look on the introduction of the internet, web design and 
issues pertaining to it and some past research on using technology in counseling. 

There are lots of media that are available to be used for communication. Among all that 
prevails is the combination of computers and the internet. As for now, lots of work is computer 
dependent and the internet is the best way to disseminate information for it is cheap and fast. 
The Internet is a worldwide network of computer networks which comprised of thousands of 
separately administered networks of many sizes and types (Tennant, 1992). 

There is no such thing as the "best" medium for a specific area as it depends on the 
specific situation it is used for according to Lo and Jandl (1 999) in Koubek and Jandl (2000). 
Computer and the internet is chosen as the tool for counseling report sending due need of using 
an input/output device with word processor for report writing and the internet for sending 
purpose. Kestner, Hall, Limbach and Butler (1999) support the use of the web as it satisfy 
several criteria such as the web being asynchronous, yet interactive (allowing students to use the 
material at any time), relatively easy to create, easy to use, maintain and upgrade and lastly 
being easy to personalize. 

2.1 The Internet 

In the 21 st century, the harsh reality is that if one doesn' t have access to PCs and the 
Internet, one could not participate in communication, education, entertainment and commerce 
(Einstein, 1998 in Kee, 2001). 

The internet comes from the research and development of ARPANET. It was frrst set up 
by the U.S. Defense Department to develop a network to share information and later being 
introduced to universities and research organization to exchange information. Eventually in 
becomes the internet as it is no longer limited to certain groups for its usage. 

Historically, there have been three classic uses of the Internet: electronic mail (e-mail), 
remote login, and file transfer. Email is being used to send,receive, edit, print, and save 
electronic mail which now is one of the major ways of communication nowadays. Remote login 
refers to where one can access to systems on the other side of the globe are just as seamless as 
access to a system on the other side of the building. It means that one can be connected virtually 
anyWhere as long there is internet connection. Lastly is file transfer or known as file transfer 
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protocol (FTP) that allows one to connect to other systems, again around the comer or around 
the globe and either send or receive files (Forcht & Fore, 1995). 

World Wide Web (WWW) or known as the Web that allows one piece of software, 
called a browser, giving one access to all Internet resources from one common user interface is 
one of the more recent developments seen in the internet. The Web is based on the concept of 
hypermedia links, providing connections to other parts of a text or even to other documents by 
simply clicking on highlighted text, graphics, or pictures. Although it still new, but it has 
generated enough users within such a short time that the Web is the most widely used in the 
internet. 

Bonk and Cumming (1998) states that the World Wide Web has developed to be a 
widespread and reliable communication medium support teaching, learning and collaborative 
work (Isabelle Teoh, 200 I). The benefit of using the internet is surely being cheaper. Although 
it cost money in terms of connection but it depends on the individual level of access and how 
much the service provider charges for the usage. One can access the internet to data all over the 
world easily and can communicate with others long distance at a fraction of a cost compared to 
other communication devices available. 

2.2 Website Design 

While personal computers increasingly favor user-friendly graphics, the Internet's 
multitude of component links are a stumbling block toward creating uniform on-screen 
interfaces that are easy to use. Most novice users are daunted by the mounds of arcane 
commands and unfamiliar operating systems that they see on their first visit to the Internet, even 
when their access is through a commercial on-line service designed for the public. 

Niederst (1996) states that understanding of human computer interface issues is 
important for web designers (Taylor, England and Gresty, 200 I). According to Preece, Roders, 
Benyon, Holland and Carey (1994) in Isabelle Teoh (2001), user interface is also known as the 
Man-Machine Interface (MMI). User interface is a two way interaction between the user and the 
machine and machine and the user. To develop a website, the designer also needs to fulfill the 
needs of the users. Users' perceptions and expectations of the website are important for a 
website to be successful. Cox and Dale (2002) gave a checklist based on the key quality factors 
in design and use. Among the qualities that are mentioned: 

2.1.1 Clarity Of Purpose 

There should be no misleading information on what the website is all about. If the users 
feel that they are wasting lots of time surfing for the information they wanted then they won't 
stay long and might access the site again in future. The instructions must be clear so that the 
users will not feel frustrated and to avoid confusion. To sum it up, it is what the site has to offer 
to the user in the first place. 

2.2.2 Design 

The design of the webpage is also crucial as the usability is the key to a successful 
website as well. Coombs (1998) states that a good design is how well the communication with 
the user and keeping it simple rather than "showing off' what one has to offer. The key issues 
that are discussed are: 
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i) Links 
Links are shortcuts used for shorten the process of getting to a particular page. Improper 

links will lead to poor navigation in while surfing the site as links are the main way to navigate 
around the site. Links should change color once used so that the user knows they have used the 
link before and should correctly describe the information to which they lead (Creative Good, 
2000; Vassilopoulou & Keeling, 2000 in Cox & Dale, 2002). Users feel that a site is a waste of 
their time and resources if links incorrectly coded or outdated and lead them to sites that are 
"under construction" (Abels, White & Hahn, 1999). 

In this part is also described by Constantine and Lockwood (1999) of the problem of 
page bouncing and deep drilling (Cox and Dale, 2002). Page bouncing occurs when the one 
have to return to a particular or original page (usually the main page) before they have access 
links to other pages. Deep drilling is almost similar to page bouncing just that now users are 
faced with multiple links that are confusing for users. 

Spool, Scanlan, Schrueder, Shyder and De Angels (1999) in Cox and Dale (2002) further 
states that links should not be placed in pages where users have to scroll down the page to get to 
it and links should not be long until exceeds more than single line as it might give the 
assumptions to users that there are actually two links. 

ii) Consistency, menus and site maps 
Appearance and design of a web page have to consistent. Vassilopoulou and Keeling 

(2000) in Cox and Dale (2002) insists the importance that same procedures occur in similar or 
related things overall for the site and this could be achieved by having a menu with all the main 
links on every page. Having a site map is also helpful for users who are "lost" in cyberspace but 
that is not necessary as stated by Creative Good (2000) as users are satisfied if there is a clear 
menu and relevant information (Cox & Dale, 2002). 

iii) Pages, text and clicks 
Pages should be short as possible eliminating the need for a scroll bar if possible as users 

do not want to read elaborated materials. The use of proper headings and paragraphs to 
differentiate information is a must and is supported by Holt (2000) (Cox and Dale, 2002). The 
process in a page should also be short as users want to check out fast like just a click for any 
purpose. 

iv) Communication and feedbacks 
Feedback is important as the users need to know what is happening. Every action by the 

user should have a response to let them see what is going on currently. This is important if the is 
any error made while on the site the user is notified and adjustments could be made before 
proceeding. Text, graphics or animation could be used to communicate with the user. Too many 
or large graphics on a web page will also hinder users from using the site as it slows down the 
time needed to download as it is frustrating to wait. Color should also be taken into 
consideration as a dull website will be a deterrent to users too. Constantine and Lockwood 
(1999) states that the use of animation should not distract users from the content of the page and 
the information they are looking for (Cox and Dale, 2002). 

v) Fill-in forms 
Instructions should be short and straight to the point. Forms should just have adequate 

space to fill in so that it will not confuse users to fill in unnecessary information. 
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2.2.3 Accessibility And Speed 

As mentioned earlier, fast downloading of a page will satisfy users in terms of time 
saving. Vassilopoulou and Keeling (2000) defines accessibility as the speed which a page and 
its following pages are downloaded (Cox and Dale, 2002). 

Gann (2000) emphasizes the fact that Web sites must be accessible 24 hours a day, seven 
days a week, and 365 days of the year (Cox and Dale, 2002). 

2.2.4 Content 
Information of a website is as important as its design. Insufficient, misleading or 

irrelevant information might make the user use other website for its purpose. There are a few 
elements that are important in this part: 

i) Selection 
It is important to select what is actually put into a website. The content here must be 

relevant to what the site has to offer. Speedy access to the information needed is important 
making links very important as users depends on it to navigate through. 

ii) Security and reliability 
This part deals will be dealt in depth in the later part of this chapter as it is very broad. 

There are many aspects to security on the internet. 

Crawford (2001) reaffirms by saying, "Therefore, the careful design and development of 
the content is of utmost importance to the leamer's acquisition of information and subsequent 
integration into the leamer's conceptual framework." 

All these factors determine the quality of a website and reflect the usability of the site 
and to improve the site to suit the user. Poor quality websites will deter users as it frustrates 
them. Users should feel safe and confident while using the website while having access to it 
anytime and anywhere. 

2.3 Security On The Internet 

Although the internet being widely used everywhere and by everyone, there is actually 
no body that governs it at the speed that is going and it's growing very fast. As information 
technology (IT) now being widely too by the society and heavily relied upon, it is to the extent 
of not being to manage without IT (Brooks, Warren & Hutchinson, 2002). The dependability on 
IT has made it clear that it poses a threat and opportunities for unauthorized access to the 
information system. Security is the main COncern as with the advance of technology, many tools 
are being developed to infiltrate secured areas to gain valuable information. 

One must consider some fundamental issues regarding security. Confidentiality, keeping 
sensitive information secret is a must. Data integrity is another fundamental issue. This is the 
assurance that data have not been modified. Finally, there is the issue of availability, meaning 
that systems from complex enterprise-wide internet works to small company resources are up 
and running when they are needed. 
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According to Mathieu and Woodard (1995): 

Because security on the Internet is dependent on the thousands of 
individual system administrators, it is safe to assume that compromises 
in security will continue to happen. Currently much work is being done 
to improve the integrity of transactions on the Internet through 
authentication, certification, confirmation, non repudiation and 
encryption techniques. Security on the Internet influences the issues of 
data quality, categorizing data and referencing information via the 
Internet for academic and industrial research. 

Security on the internet is very important as in the case of counselors sending in their 
reports which contain confidential information about their clients. This could be jeopardized if 
anyone with the know how to break the security and gain access to the files. In order to verify 
the authenticity of a document sent online some measures have to taken. 

Five important facet ofdocument security according to Wilson (1999) should have: 

i) Authenticity 
How to ascertain a document that is sent is genuine? For example in paper based, 
letterheads are taken for granted. It is never being verified especially if it is from a 
known source. 
ii) Integrity 
How to make sure that the document sent was not deliberately or accidentally changed 
when it was first originally sent by someone? Changes in paper could be noticed if it 
was being tampered with. 
iii) Non-repudiation 
This part means to be responsible for the document being sent. User must be careful as 
to what is being sent as it could be taken as formal and binding for the other party. 
iv) Confidentiality 
How to ascertain that the document sent is not being read by other parties. A document 
sent could contain confidential information that might harm others if being leaked out. 
One of the ways is to make it harder for people to access to the materials. 
v) Availability 
Lastly is to ensure that the document being sent got to the destination that is meant to. 
Not only that, but also to ensure the document sent is available for future user if 
necessary when it is being archive. 

Given the aspects of how a document should be secured on the part of sender and 
receiver, one of the options is to ensure better security is to have a baseline security; minimal 
acceptable protection. 

2.4 Previous Research 

Previous research about record keeping and documentation of counseling reports are 
scarce especially in Malaysia. This part discusses about the previous researches related to using 
of technology in counseling. 
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2.4.1 	 Information Communication Technology (ICT) In Counseling Document 
Management 

Shahizan, Wan Ahmad and Syed Mohd Azhan (2002) did a study in secondary schools 
in which students' record are being kept systematically in order to achieve higher efficiency. 
The research is divided into two parts that is the survey of methods used by teachers in 
managing their clients' information and the second phase of research which introduces a 
method for documentation of counseling records which involves 680 students from form one to 
five in a school and two counseling teachers within the same school. The overall results showed 
that with the method used, clients' data could be accessed quickly thus helping teachers handle 
their sessions more efficiently. 

A total of 13 teachers took part in the survey on how they mange their clients' record. 
The first part of survey conducted found that almost all are still using conventional methods and 
not being exposed to managing digital data. According to Shahizan, et al. (2002), 
documentation using conventional method is derived as clients' information and other 
counseling services which use printing method without digital data. This makes the data 
collection unorganized and hard to retrieve which slows down the teachers in organizing 
clients' data. Horvath (1994) states that a counselors image is viewed according how efficient in 
handling clients' infonnation (Shahizan et aI., 2002). 

The second part of the research is the implementation of a method for documentation of 
counseling record to help in speeding up the process of retrieving data and students' data by 
teachers. This method is being used for two months and the two teachers being interviewed to 
get feedback. It is found that in using the method, it makes handling of cases better and this 
gives the teachers a better view and to plan their strategy properly. 

The implication of the study is that with the use of the new method of documenting 
clients' record; data could be accessed quickly and efficiently and reduces the use of paper. 
Besides that, indirectly the teachers are exposed to the use ofICT in their field of service. 

2.4.2 	 Computer Related Technology In Counseling: A Delphi Study 

This research is done by Cabaniss (2002) as to fmd out how much computer related 
technology (CRT) is being used to accomplish all aspect of counselors' work. The use of 
computer applications by counseling professionals has continued to steadily increase during the 
past 30 years (Sampson, Kolodinsky, & Greeno, 1997 in Cabaniss, 2002). This study is to help 
in getting assessment to help in computer competency requirement for a counselor and help 
preparing professionals in upgrading their skills to remain competitive. 

The Delphi method is used for this study purpose due to the expense and time 
commitments to bring together a group of experts in this field. The non use of to the use of 
statistical and analytical techniques is most appropriate for this study. Delphi is a method of 
acquiring the opinions of a group of geographically dispersed individuals, considered experts in 
their occupational fields, who remain anonymous to each other throughout the data-gathering 
process. 30 experts from the field of counseling and computer technology were chosen for this 
study. This panel is sent a series of questionnaires which usually contains opened ended 
questions pertaining to the topic of investigation. The statements are then summarized by the 
researcher and then redistributed again until the panel come to a consensus for the topic. 
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Among the findings of the study shows that counselors and counselor educators are 
using CRT to assist them in over half (59%) of job-related tasks today (Cabaniss, 2001). In 
addition, the experts believe CRT to be very helpful in significantly decreasing effort, 
increasing efficiency, or improving the quality or services of another 19% (10 of 53) of work
related activities. In all, the experts indicated that counselors and counselor educators currently 
rely on CRT to complete 59% ofjob-related tasks. 

The research shows that counselors will be expected to be utilizing CRT for at least 90% 
of their work, in all categorical aspects, including professional accountability (Cabaniss, 2001 in 
Cabaniss, 2002). In all, counselor and technologist panel members agreed that 92% of the work 
counselors do in 2008, including all task categories, i.e., marketing/client recruitment, report 
and record-keeping (paperwork), in-session intervention/therapy/counseling, clinical 
assessment/testing, consultation and referral, supervision/training, professional development, 
and professional accountability, and all but 4 individual generic tasks, will be accomplished 
with the help of CRT. One of the setbacks in using CRT given by half of the panel in future is 
that CRT is inappropriate for the specific task of confidentiality discussions with clients. 

2.5 Summary 

Previous research gave an insight on why there is a need to have an online counseling 
report sending system and some of the issues of web design will be here will be further 
discussed in later chapters. 
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CHAPTER 3 

SYSTEM DESIGN 


3.0 Introduction 

This chapter describes overall of the system describing the steps and design of the 
system. System specification and the structure ofQuickPlace are explained to give a better view 
of the system. 

3.1 System Requirement 

In order for users to use the website for sending counseling reports purposes there are 
some basic prerequisite that need to be fulfilled. One must have an operating system, browser 
and Microsoft Office 97 or higher or Word in order to work efficiently. 

The basic operating and most common used is Windows but other operating system such 
as Solaris and IBM also could be used. The minimum requirement is for Windows operating 
system is Windows 95 for its operating system and a modem and phone line to get connected to 
the internet. 

A browser is a program that allows a computer to display documents containing text, 
graphics, photographs, sounds, videos, and animations. The minimum requirement is Microsoft 
Internet Explorer 4 0 higher or Netscape 4.5x or higher. It is best to work with Internet Explorer 
5 and above. 

Microsoft Office 97 or higher is needed for the use of sending counseling reports in 
QuickPlace because the fonns are created using Word. If Word is not installed the some option 
will not be available for the use of sending the report using QuickPlace. 

3.2 Structure Of Quickplace 

QuickPlace is chosen as the application for counseling report sending because it is 
available for use in UNIMAS. No HTML skills required for creation or customization of 
QuickPlace making it easy for anyone to use it. All could be done with the click of the mouse 
for any type ofcustomization within the QuickPlace environment. 

Figure 4.1 shows the structure of QuickPlace as what it is made out of. Basically it 
consists ofpages, folders and rooms .. Page is the basic element ofQuickPlace. Pages consist of 
text and graphics and what is shown on the screen is a page. Folders are used to group pages 
into collections. Folders allow pages to be group into categories for easier manipulation. 
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Whereas rooms can contains collections of folders and pages. Rooms have additional features 
such as security and customization. 

Figure 3.1: QuickPlace structure 

3.2.1 Pages 

Pages could be created using the QuickPlace Editor or using Microsoft Word, 
PowerPoint or Excel for Internet Explorer users only. Options for creating with the last three 
options will not be available if the computer is not installed with Microsoft Office 97 or better. 

A form is a page that includes one or more areas in which the page creator must enter 
specific types of information. In this case, there is no need for it as the forms for counseling 
reports are being created using Microsoft Word. All the user needs to do is to type in the 
information for the report or attach the file to be submitted and it will automatically be 
converted into HTML file and kept for review. The report sending process will be elaborated 
later part. 

Review Cycle is used to make a workflow for the report sending. The form submitted by 
the students has to be reviewed by the lecturer supervising them in order to be accepted. All 
pages being created in QuickPlace could be made known to other users using email notification 
by QuickPlace using information from the members' directory. 

3.2.2 Folders 

A folder is a collection of related pages. This is to better organize the place as more 
reports are being sent there is need to keep it in proper order. The standard list lists the titles of 
all the pages in the folder, one title to a line. The author of the page and date modified is also 
shown for easy identification of pages later on if there is a need to refer to reports sent. Folders 
could be used to customize to control which user can access to it if there are confidential 
information in it. 
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3.2.3 Rooms 

A room in QuickPlace helps to organize and group pages or folders of similar content. 
Each room also has its own security settings to limit access to certain pages and folders. 
Security settings could be set allow access to a specific student. When a room is created, 
QuickPlace automatically creates the following pages and folders in the room: (1) Instructions 
page, (2) The Room Index, (3) The Room Options and (4) The Room Security page. Room 
could be created within a room itself for more private spaces which is known as the "inner 
room". 

3.3 Access Privileges 

The student must have access to the necessary material, but should be prevented from 
viewing or retrieving any which is not relevant to them. Access restrictions may be 
implemented using either a password scheme or a more complex cryptographic protocol. 

QuickPlace members have to given access before they could log in to the website. They 
are given a user name and password set by the person in charge of the site. Passwords could be 
later changed by users. As a security precaution, a user will have to sign in every time one 
enters it or make changes in it in the future. When typing user name or password, QuickPlace 
does not distinguish between uppercase letters and lowercase letters. 

There are three types of privileges for members. A member with reader access 
QuickPlace can read pages in the QuickPlace only and can't make any changes inside. A 
member with author access to QuickPlace can read, create, and edit pages in the QuickPlace. 
While the manager access to QuickPlace can read, create, and edit pages; create rooms and 
forms; decorate (change the appearance of) the QuickPlace; control the security settings for the 
QuickPlace; and specify the features of the QuickPlace that can be used in QuickPlace 
templates, called PlaceTypes. Although there are different types of access, entering rooms or 
folders also requires a manager to set or grant access to members before one can enter. 
Lecturers are given manager privileges in their own rooms while students have author privileges 
in their own rooms. 

3.4 Website Overview 

The QuickPlace created for the counseling report sending consist of "Welcome", 
"Announcement", "Course Info", "Reading List", "Room Index", "Members", "Supervisor's 
Room" and "Index" which is illustrated in Figure 4.2. 

One must have a user name and password in order to gain access to the website. This is 
set by the manager or the administrator pf the site. If the user forget or tries to intrude the 
website, after 3 unsuccessful attempts their access will be blocked. Lecturers are given manager 
access while students are only given reader access to limit their privileges as this considered a 
public area. In this section of the QuickPlace, all lecturers and students are mixed together so 
any event that involves the program could be disseminated quickly. 

"Welcome" section is the main page of the system. In this main page, a brief description 
of the course is given. Only brief statements are given as more and specific information about 
the course could be viewed in "Course Info". 
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